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Abstract
In this paper, we consider the coboundary polynomial for a matroid as a generalization of the weight enumerator of a linear
code. By describing properties of this polynomial and of a more general polynomial, we investigate the matroid analogue of the
MacWilliams identity. From coding-theoretical approaches, upper bounds are given on the size of circuits and cocircuits of a matroid,
which generalizes bounds on minimum Hamming weights of linear codes due to I. Duursma.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
One of the most celebrated results in coding theory is the MacWilliams identity [12] that describes how the weight
enumerator of a linear code and the weight enumerator of the dual code relate to each other. This identity has found
widespread application in coding theory; see [13] for examples of this. One noteworthy application is due to Duursma
[9] who proved an elegant upper bound for the minimum distance of a divisible code in terms of its dual distance.
The MacWilliams identity has been generalized in a large number of various ways, most of which involve generalized
forms of the weight enumerator of a linear code; see [2,13,22] for a partial view over such generalizations. Brylawski
[3] proved an identity that generalized the MacWilliams identity with respect to matroids (see also [4]). In this case,
the weight enumerator of a linear code was generalized by the coboundary polynomial of a matroid; see [6,7].
The purpose of the present paper is to investigate the matroid analogue of the MacWilliams identity. To do this,
we ﬁrst introduce and describe properties of the generalized coboundary polynomial, which allows us to extend
Brylawski’s identity; see Theorem 9. The identity expressed in this theorem is the most general matroid analogue of the
MacWilliams identity and contains as special cases many of the previous generalizations of the MacWilliams identity.
As an application, we generalize Duursma’s result with respect to matroids and thereby obtain a bound on the size
of the circuits and cocircuits of a matroid; see Theorem 18. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
introduces the generalized coboundary polynomial and describes some of its basic properties. In Section 3, we prove
Theorem 9 and describe a few special cases of this result. Finally, in Section 4, we use one of these special cases to
prove Theorem 18. Our matroid terminology essentially follows that of Oxley [15] and Welsh [23].
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2. The generalized coboundary polynomial
Let E denote a set of integers {1, . . . , n} and let M denote a matroid on E. The characteristic polynomial p(M; ) of
M is given by the sum
p(M; ) =
∑
T⊆E
(−1)|T |rM(E)−rM(T ).
For any subset T ⊆ E, let M.T denote the contraction M/(E−T ). The results in the following lemma are well-known
and easy to prove (see e.g. [23]).
Lemma 1. The characteristic polynomial has the following properties:
(1) p(M.∅; ) = 1;
(2) if e ∈ T is a loop in M (or, equivalently, in M.T ), then p(M.T ; ) = 0;
(3) if M = M1 ⊕ M2, then p(M; ) = p(M1; )p(M2; ).
Proposition 2. Let M be a matroid on the set E, and let T ⊆ E be a given subset of E. If p(M.T ; ) = 0, then T is the
union of some cocircuits of M. Furthermore, T is a cocircuit of M if and only if p(M.T ; ) =  − 1.
Proof. If p(M.T ; ) = 0, then T contains no loop of M.T , by Lemma 1. In other words, T is a union of cocircuits of
M.T and therefore a union of cocircuits of M. If T is a cocircuit of M and thus of M.T , then
p(M.T ; ) =
∑
S⊆T
(−1)|T−S||S|−r(M.T )∗ (S) =
⎛
⎝ − 1 + ∑
S⊆T
(−1)|T−S|
⎞
⎠=  − 1.
Conversely, suppose that p(M.T ; )= − 1. By Lemma 1, M.T contains no loop, so rM.T (S)= 0 if and only if S =∅.
Hence, p(M.T ; ) is a monic polynomial of degree r(M.T ) in . Then r(M.T )= 1 since p(M.T ; )= − 1. Hence,
M.T  U1,|T |, so T is a cocircuit of M.T and thus of M. 
We deﬁne the coboundary polynomial WM(, x, y) of M as
WM(, x, y) =
n∑
i=0
AM(i, )x
n−iyi ,
where
AM(i, ) =
∑
T ∈
(
E
i
)p(M.T ; )
is the i-defect polynomial of M. Note that WM(, x, y) is the homogenized form of WM(, x, 1) which is the standard
deﬁnition of the coboundary polynomial (cf. [6,7]). The coboundary polynomial ofM is equivalent to other polynomials
associated to M, such as the rank generating polynomial R(M; x, y), the Tutte polynomial T (M; x, y) (also called
the dichromatic polynomial, or dichromate), and the Potts-model partition function Z(, v) (cf. [3,4,7,10,14,24]). The
following result illustrates one such equivalence.
Proposition 3 (Brylawski [3], Crapo [7]). yr(M)R(M; x, y) = WM(xy, y + 1, 1).
Each one of the polynomials p(M; ), R(M; x, y), T (M; x, y), and Z(, v) has been generalized in one or
more ways; see, for instance, [5,11,16,18–20,26,27]. In this paper, we introduce the generalized coboundary
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polynomial of M:
WM(, x, y) =
∑
T⊆E
p(M.T ; )
( ∏
e∈E−T
xe
)∏
e∈T
ye,
where x = {xe : e ∈ E} and y = {ye : e ∈ E}.
The next result follows easily from Lemma 1.
Lemma 4. If M = M1 ⊕ M2, then WM(, x, y) = WM1(, x, y)WM2(, x, y).
Lemma 5. WM(, x, y) =∑T⊆ErM(E)−rM(T )(∏e∈E−T ye)∏e∈T (xe − ye).
Proof. The proof is by direct computation.
WM(, x, y) =
∑
T⊆E
p(M.T ; )
( ∏
e∈E−T
xe
)∏
e∈T
ye
=
∑
T⊆E
∑
S⊆T
(−1)|S|rM.T (T )−rM.T (S)
( ∏
e∈E−T
xe
)∏
e∈T
ye
=
∑
T⊆E
∑
S⊆T
(−1)|S|rM(E)−rM(S∪(E−T ))
( ∏
e∈E−T
xe
)∏
e∈T
ye.
By substituting T 
→ S ∪ (E − T ) in the ﬁrst sum, we obtain
WM(, x, y) =
∑
T⊆E
rM(E)−rM(T )
⎛
⎝ ∏
e∈(E−T )
ye
⎞
⎠∑
S⊆T
( ∏
e∈T−S
xe
)∏
e∈S
(−ye)
=
∑
T⊆E
rM(E)−rM(T )
⎛
⎝ ∏
e∈(E−T )
ye
⎞
⎠∏
e∈T
(xe − ye). 
The identity rM∗(E) − r∗(T ) = |E − T | − rM(E − T ) and the above lemma together give the following result.
Corollary 6. WM∗(, x, y) =∑T⊆E−rM(T ) (∏e∈T ye)∏e∈E−T (xe − ye).
3. A MacWilliams identity for matroids
Let Fq be the ﬁnite ﬁeld consisting of q elements and deﬁne for each vector v = (v1, . . . , vn) ∈ Fnq the (Hamming)
support and (Hamming) weight of v as
S(v) := {e ∈ E : ve = 0} and w(v) := |S(v)|.
For any vectors v = (v1, . . . , vn),u = (u1, . . . , un) ∈ Fnq , we denote the inner product between v and u by 〈v,u〉. Let
C be a linear subspace of Fnq , that is, a linear code of length n over Fq . The (Hamming) weight enumerator WC(x, y)
of C is the polynomial
WC(x, y) :=
n∑
i=0
AC(i)x
n−iyi ,
where AC(i) := |{v ∈ C : w(v) = i}|. In 1963, F. J. MacWilliams proved the following fundamental identity between
the weight enumerators of the linear code C and its dual C⊥ = {u ∈ Fnq : 〈v,u〉 = 0,∀v ∈ C}.
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Theorem 7 (MacWilliams identity, MacWilliams [12]).
WC⊥(x, y) =
1
|C|WC(x + (q − 1)y, x − y).
This result has been generalized in many coding-theoretical ways (see [2,13,22], for example). One of these gener-
alizations is presented in Theorem 8 below and is the MacWilliams-type identity for any m-tuple support enumerator
of a linear code C ⊆ Fnq (m ∈ N):
W
[m]
C (x, y) :=
∑
T⊆E
A
[m]
C (T )
( ∏
e∈E−T
xe
)∏
e∈T
ye,
where x = {xe : e ∈ E}, y = {ye : e ∈ E}, and
A
[m]
C (T ) := |{v1, . . . , vm ∈ C : S(v1) ∪ · · · ∪ S(vm) = T }|.
Let {fe}X denote the multiset {fe : e ∈ X} whose elements fe are labelled by the elements e ∈ X.
Theorem 8 (Britz [1,2]). W [m]
C⊥ (x, y) = 1|C|mW [m]C ({xe + (qm − 1)ye}E, {xe − ye}E).
Note that the MacWilliams identity is obtained by letting m = 1 and setting xe = x and ye = y for each e ∈ E.
Theorem 8 also extends a previous generalization of the MacWilliams identity [17]. The following result is the matroid
generalization of Theorem 8 and is the most general matroid analogue of the MacWilliams identity.
Theorem 9. r(M)WM∗(, x, y) = WM(, {xe + ( − 1)ye}E, {xe − ye}E).
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 5 and Corollary 6. 
To see that this result generalizes Theorem 8, we may consider the celebrated Critical Theorem by Crapo and Rota
[8]. Let MC = M[G] denote the vector matroid obtained from any generator matrix G of the code C and note that
(MC)
∗ = MC⊥ . A slight extension of the Critical Theorem may be stated as follows.
Theorem 10 (The Critical Theorem, Crapo and Rota [8]). For all m ∈ N and T ⊆ E, A[m]C (T )=p(MC.T ; qm), i.e.,
W
[m]
C (x, y) = WMC(qm, x, y).
Clearly, Theorem 8 follows immediately from Theorem 9 and 10. The following special case of Theorem 9 in which
xe =x and ye =y for each e ∈ E was proved in [3] (see Corollary 7.8; see also [4, p. 159]) and follows also easily from
Proposition 3 and the identity R(M∗; x, y) = R(M; y, x). It is the direct matroid generalization of the MacWilliams
identity.
Theorem 11. r(M)WM∗(, x, y) = WM(, x + ( − 1)y, x − y).
In the rest of this section, we shall present some related identities.
Corollary 12. For each subset T ⊆ E,∑
S⊆T
p(M∗.S; ) = |T |−r(M)
∑
S⊆E−T
p(M.S; )
and
r(M)p(M∗.T ; ) =
∑
S⊆E
p(M.S; )(−1)|S∩T |( − 1)|T−S|.
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Proof. To obtain the ﬁrst identity, apply Theorem 9 with xe = 1 for each e ∈ E, ye = 1 for each e ∈ T , and ye = 0 for
each e ∈ E − T . The second identity is obtained by evaluating r(M)WM∗(, x, y) in two ways:
r(M)
∑
T⊆E
p(M∗.T ; )
( ∏
e∈E−T
xe
)∏
e∈T
ye
=
∑
S⊆E
p(M.S; )
( ∏
e∈E−S
(xe + ( − 1)ye)
)∏
e∈S
(xe − ye)
=
∑
S⊆E
p(M.S; )
∑
T1⊆E−S
∑
T2⊆S
(−1)|S−T2|( − 1)|(E−S)−T1)|
⎛
⎝ ∏
e∈T1∪T2
xe
⎞
⎠ ∏
e∈E−(T1∪T2)
ye
=
∑
T⊆E
∑
S⊆E
p(M.S; )(−1)|S∩T |( − 1)|T−S|
( ∏
e∈E−T
xe
)∏
e∈T
ye.
Compare the terms in the initial and ﬁnal expressions. 
Corollary 13. For each integer i = 0, . . . , n,
r(M)AM∗(i, ) =
n∑
j=0
AM(j, )
j∑
k=0
(−1)k( − 1)i−k
(
j
k
)(
n − j
i − k
)
.
Proof. From Corollary 12, it follows that r(M)AM∗(i, ) equals
r(M)
∑
T ∈( E
i
)
p(M∗.T ; ) =
∑
S⊆E
p(M.S; )
∑
T ∈( E
i
)
(−1)|S∩T |( − 1)|T−S|
=
n∑
j=0
∑
S∈( E
j
)
p(M.S; )
j∑
k=0
∑
T1∈( Sk )
∑
T2∈( E−Si−k )
(−1)k( − 1)i−k
=
n∑
j=0
∑
S∈( E
j
)
p(M.S; )
j∑
k=0
(−1)k( − 1)i−k
(
j
k
)(
n − j
i − k
)
=
n∑
j=0
AM(j, )
j∑
k=0
(−1)k( − 1)i−k
(
j
k
)(
n − j
i − k
)
. 
The next corollary follows immediately from Corollary 12 and Theorem 10.
Corollary 14. For each integer m ∈ N and each subset T ⊆ E,
∑
S⊆T
A
[m]
C⊥(S) =
(
q |T |
|C|
)m ∑
S⊆E−T
A
[m]
C (S)
and
A
[m]
C⊥(T ) =
1
|C|m
∑
S⊆E
A
[m]
C (S)(−1)|S∩T |(qm − 1)|T−S|.
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Proposition 2 and Theorem 10 together give the following useful corollary, which combines [25, Lemma 10] and
[21, 1.21] (see also [15, Theorem 9.2.4]).
Corollary 15. The support S(v) of each codeword v ∈ C is the union of some cocircuits of MC , and the family of
minimal, non-empty codeword supports of C is equal to the family of cocircuits of MC .
Example 16. Let C ⊆ Fn2 be a binary linear code and v ∈ Fn2 be a binary vector. Then A[1]C (S(v)) equals 1 if v ∈ C
and 0 otherwise, and A[1]
C⊥(S(v)) is given similarly. Therefore by Corollary 14, the dual code C
⊥ is given by⎧⎨
⎩y ∈ Fn2 : 1|C|
∑
S⊆E
A
[1]
C (S)(−1)|S∩S(y)| = 0
⎫⎬
⎭=
{
y ∈ Fn2 :
∑
x∈C
(−1)〈x,y〉 = 0
}
.
4. Bounds on the minimal size of circuits and cocircuits
Deﬁne, for any matroid M on E with at least one circuit and one cocircuit,
d := min{|T | : T is a cocircuit in M},
d∗ := min{|S| : S is a cocircuit in M∗}.
Note that d∗ denotes the minimal size of a circuit in M. If M  U0,n and does not therefore contain any cocircuit, then
set d = 0. Similarly, if M  Un,n and does therefore not contain a circuit, then set d∗ = 0. Theorem 18 below presents
an upper bound on the size of d and of d∗ in terms of n = |E|. The theorem generalizes Theorem 22, a result due to
Duursma [9] that describes upper bounds on the minimum weights of a linear code and its dual. Apart from providing
new matroid bounds, this also shows that Duursma’s bound is, like the MacWilliams identity, a matroid-based result.
Deﬁne a differential operatorD as follows. For any polynomial p over the complex numbers, letD(p) be the operator
obtained by replacing in p each variable xj by /xj each time xj occurs in the polynomial p. For instance,D(y)=/y.
Lemma 17 (Duursma [9]). For two homogeneous polynomials W(x, y) and p(x, y) and a linear transformation
(u, v) = (x, y),
D(p((u, v)T ))W(u, v) = D(p(x, y))W((x, y)).
Theorem 18. Let  = 0, 1 be a given complex number. If c ∈ N is an integer that divides i whenever AM(i, ) = 0
with d in, then
d + cd∗n + c(c + 1).
Furthermore, if WM(, x, y) = WM(, y, x), then
2d + cd∗n + c(c + 2).
Proof. The proof proceeds in the same fashion as the proof of Theorem 22 in [9]. First note that if d∗ = 0, then
d+cd∗=dn+c(c+1). If d=0, thenM has no circuits, i.e.,M=Un,n, so d∗=1, inwhich case d+cd∗=cn+c(c+1).
Therefore, assume that both d and d∗ are positive.
Note that AM(0, ) = 1 and AM(i, ) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , d − 1, by Proposition 2. Thus,
WM(, x, y) =
n∑
i=0
AM(i, )x
n−iyi = xn +
n∑
i=d
AM(i, )x
n−iyi .
Hence,
yd−1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
n−1∑
i=d−1
AM(i, )x
n−i+1yi = D(y)WM(, x, y).
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Set r := r(M), let  be given by the transformation (u, v)= (x, y)( 1−1 1−1 ), and deﬁne p(x, y) := (− 1)x − y. Then
p((u, v)T ) = v, so
(x − y)d∗−1 = vd∗−1|D(v)n−r+1WM∗(, u, v) = D(p((u, v)T )n−rWM∗(, u, v).
By Lemma 17 and Theorem 11, (x − y)d∗−1 divides
D(p(x, y))n−rWM∗(, x + ( − 1)y, x − y) = D(( − 1)x − y)WM(, x, y).
Let  satisfy c = 1. By the deﬁnition of c, WM(, x, y) = WM(, x, y), so
(x − y)d∗−1 = (u − v)d∗−1|D(( − 1)u − v)WM(, u, v).
Using the transformation given by (u, v) = (x, y)( 10 0 ) in Lemma 17, we have
(x − y)d∗−1 = (u − v)d∗−1|D(( − 1)x − y)WM(, x, y).
Since (i )c = 1 for i = 1, . . . , c, and since∏ci=1(a − ib) = (ac − bc), it follows that
(xc − yc)d∗−c|D(( − 1)cxc − yc)WM(, x, y).
Since yd−1 divides D(y)WM(, x, y), it may therefore be concluded that
yd−c−1(xc − yc)d∗−c−1|D(y( − 1)cxc − yc)WM(, x, y).
Hence, d − (c + 1) + c(d∗ − (c + 1))n − (c + 1), i.e., d + cd∗n + c(c + 1), which is the ﬁrst inequality in the
theorem.
If WM(, x, y) = WM(, y, x), then xd−1 divides D(x)WM(, x, y), so (xy)d−1 divides D(xy)WM(, x, y). By
arguments akin to those for the ﬁrst inequality, we see that
(x2 − 2y2)d∗−1|D(x2 − 2y2)WM(, x, y).
Therefore,
(xc − yc)d∗−c+1|D(xc − yc)WM(, x, y).
Hence,
(xy)d−c−1(xc − yc)d∗−c−1|D(xy(xc − yc))WM(, x, y),
so 2(d − c − 1)) + c(d∗ − c − 1)n − (c + 2), i.e., 2d + cd∗n + c(c + 2). 
Example 19. The circuits and cocircuits of Ur,n each contain r + 1 and n − r + 1 elements, respectively. Hence,
d + d∗ = r + 1 + (n− r + 1)= n+ 2 for Ur,n. Thus, the bound in Theorem 18 is tight (for c = 1). However, it is easy
to see that d + d∗ <n+ 2 whenever M is not a uniform matroid. For example, consider the matroid M(K4), for which
d = d∗ = 3 and n = 6. Then d + d∗ = 6< 8 = n + 2.
Example 20. Suppose that M is the dual of an afﬁne, binary matroid on E. Then each cocircuit of M contains an even
number of elements (see [15, Theorem 9.3.1]), as does any symmetric difference of cocircuits. LetC ⊆ Fn2 be the linear
code such that M = MC . Since each codeword support of C is the symmetric difference of some minimal codeword
supports of C, the weight of each codeword of C is even, by Corollary 15. By Theorem 10, AM(i, 2) is non-zero only
if i is even. From Theorem 18, it follows that
d + 2d∗n + 6.
Proposition 21. Let G be a bipartite graph with n edges and let d(G) and d∗(G) denote the minimal size of a cycle
and bond, respectively, in G. Then
d(G) + 2d∗(G)n + 6.
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Proof. LetM=(M(G))∗ and note that cycles in G correspond to cocircuits in M, and bonds in G correspond to circuits
inM. SinceG is bipartite, each cycle inG contains an even number of edges. By Example 20, d(G)+2d∗(G)=d(M)+
2d∗(M)n + 6. 
Theorem 22 (Duursma [9]). Let C ⊆ Fnq be a linear code such that the weight of each codeword of C is divisible by
a constant c. Denote the minimum weight by d and the minimum weight of the dual code C⊥ by d⊥. Then
d + cd⊥n + c(c + 1).
If, moreover, C is binary and contains the all-one vector, then
2d + cd⊥n + c(c + 2).
Proof. Apply Theorems 10 and 18 to the vector matroid MC of C and note that d(C)= d(MC) and d⊥(C)= d∗(MC).
If C is binary and contains the all-one vector, then WMC(q, x, y) = WC(x, y) = WC(y, x) = WMC(q, y, x). 
Proposition 23. Suppose that M is a self-dual matroid on the set E (i.e.,M∗  M), and let  = 0, 1 be a given complex
number. If c ∈ N is an integer such that c divides i whenever AM(i, ) = 0 with d in, then
dc
⌊
n
c(c + 1)
⌋
+ c.
Furthermore, if WM(, x, y) = WM(, y, x), then
dc
⌊
n
c(c + 2)
⌋
+ c.
Proof. If M is self-dual, then d = d∗. Since (d − c)/c is an integer, the proposition follows from Theorem 18. 
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